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ACROSS
1 Bone with a "pelvic

surface"
7 Disappoint, maybe

13 Unfortunate
response to "Love
you"

14 "I'll be the one to
help you"

16 Don't give up
17 Testers of balance

skills
18 Mark of a strike
19 Runner of the "L"

(please, crossword
people... don't call it
the "el")

20 "No need to
introduce yourself"

21 See 32-Down
22 "Nena" plus a few

years
24 A box with a number

in it represents one
25 NBA Rookie of the

Year (2002) before
Amar'e

26 One may start with
your birth

27 Twelfth letter of "el
alfabeto"

29 Rule of thumb, for
short

30 Handy with a
paintbrush, say

34 1992 comedy rock hit
with the lyric "It
makes me feel like
less of a man, and I
really hate having to
sit down every time I
take a leak"

38 Southern slogan of
inclusion, or a
Miranda Lambert
song expressing that
message

39 "Sorry, _____"
("Entourage" episode
title)

42 Not quite go in
43 One kept out by

Australia's State
Barrier Fence

44 Co. whose first site
was in a backyard on
the Yellowstone River

45 Spam and junk spots
47 Collects unwanted

bunnies?
49 Beauty group?

50 Part of "Fios" in
Verizon Fios

52 Tia or Tamera Mowry,
e.g. (though the title
or theme song of
their show wouldn't
have been as snappy
this way)

53 Numbers for letters,
maybe

54 Down tabs
56 Senior do spinner
58 Unwanted situation

in which more than
one computer
process tries to
access one memory
location at the same
time

59 Big name in
hairbrushes and blow
dryers

60 Billboard competitor?
61 Things sometimes

described as "notes"

DOWN
1 Shout that can mean

"You forgot
something!" or
"You're stealing
something!"

2 Field specializing in
senior-itis?

3 One that may attract
from the back

4 What may end with a
"dom"

5 Shot whose taker is
among multiple
subjects, in slang

6 Letters seen before
BC?

7 "Rude boys" are fans
of it

8 What you may say
you'll be back in

9 Threatened to extort
online, in a way

10 Perfect situations for
some queens?

11 Marty asked him,
"Are you telling me
you built a time
machine... out of a
DeLorean?!"

12 Settled in a cherry,
say

14 Post-overture
happening

15 Sci-fi fighting forces

19 Lofty production?
21 See 56-Down
22 Member of the family

that includes
angelfish and tilapia

23 15 in sports' so-called
"Junior Circuit"

26 In an Uber, e.g.
28 Broadcaster of some

NCAA baseball
tournament games

31 With 33-Down, accept
32 Interceptor of

21-Acrosses (yeah, I
know it's sort of a
dupe)

33 See 31-Down
35 Per the title of his

1994 bestselling
book, certain guy
that Tim Allen
advised us all not to
stand too close to

36 "Highly
recommended!"

37 Get roaring
39 Not compromising
40 Stone sometimes

used to stabilize
riverbanks

41 Leaving nothing out

46 Not down with
enthusiasm

48 It's not good to see
somebody on it

49 Herman _____, real-life
coach played by
Denzel Washington
in "Remember the
Titans"

51 Word of "affezione"
53 An attack by one

gave the elephant its
trunk, per one of
Kipling's "Just So
Stories", informally

55 "No woman would
want a child of a _____
like you..." (Scarlett
O'Hara)

56 Things for 21-Downs
to sync with

57 They rarely walk at
graduations: Abbr.


